
RCIA , OCT 20 2022 

Bible Continued 

“For where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them.” 

(Matt. 18:19–20.) 

The sign of the Cross 312 Constantine had a dream of Jesus with the cross.  He paints all his soldiers with 

a cross and wins the battle of Molovian bridge.  We still make the sign of the cross (without paint) as a 

sign of victory. 

Head – God in our mind in everything we think   

Heart – God in our hearts god feels everything we feel 

Shoulders – everything we do 

What do Catholics believe of the bible?  Council of bishops came together to agree on the bible.  

The bible is made of 73 books.  We believe the bible is the pure source and energy, love of God. 

Important part of RCIA is attending Mass every week to give thanks to God in addition to class. 

First part of Mass we hear the word of God in 2 readings and the Gospel.  Currently the Gospel 

according to Luke. 

Attend mass to give thanks to God and to present our needs.    

Humility and Charity are the two wings that guide us to perfection – St. Catherine  

St. Catherine great love for the poor and the sick. 

Biblios – Greek for Book 

INFLUENCES ON THE BIBLE 

We have no original manuscript or copies.  Originally memoires of the Apostles.  The manuscripts would 

be read and copied by scribes then copies were made from copies and so on.  Eventually errors made in 

the copies.   Translations create unintentional errors such as spelling or mistaking the original words. 

Intentional Errors – people added things in translation 

Bible divided into chapter and verse – those didn’t appear until the 1400’s 

Genesis Chapt 3 V. 6 Eve and the original Sin – doesn’t mention an “Apple” 

Deuteronomy 21:18 unruly disrespectful child – take him to the center of city and stone him!!!  Not a 

literal translation.  But the lesson or the message is true – respect your parents or elders 

Bible was not written in the 20th century - completely different culture  

Different geography - Bible written in the middle east so hell was interpreted as being hot. 

Read with critical eye.    



Mark, Luke scriptures not apostles what was their source?  Luke – from Mary.  Luke was Mary’s doctor. 

Dramatic Substitution –  

Parents of Jesus took him to Jerusalem at the Passover.   Transformed into Joseph and Mary took Jesus 

to Jerusalem.  The scribe thought Joseph wasn’t really a parent of Jesus. 

Modern bible has many different translations. 

Best translations based on oldest manuscripts.  Later manuscripts are better for they have punctuation 

1948 discovered the dead sea scrolls date back to the year 68.   It is considered the closest to the word 

of Jesus. 

Bible Versions 

New revised standard (from King James) 

New revised New English Bible – started from scratch 

Catholic Priest study New Revised Standard Version  

Catholic - New Jerusalem Bible  

Revised New American Bible – what we read from on Sundays in Mass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


